The average dentist does not toil day by day with the ultimate view 
The average dentist does not toil day by day with the ultimate view of having his 1 ame erected in the Hall of Fame. And when he dies?well, we read obituary notices of clergymen, lawyers, physicians, actors, actresses, merchants, politicians and so on; but a notice in any prominent newspaper, other than some small local sheet, of the death of a dentist, is a rarity. He is not known to the public. The Any enlargement of this scope is news to them:. The range of knowledge required in dentistry in its every department is entirely foreign to the mass of people. They know that yon can make a bridge; but that it requires more than porcelain teeth and gold (a low K grade at that) to perfect a bridge, or that more than a tinman's knowledge is required is all news to them.
It is so with every department in dentistry. The magnitude of the commercial side, with its invested fortunes; the trade industry, with its thousands of skilled workers, with the enormons effort toward finished aids to the dentist, this is as much undreamed of as is the extent of the art of dentistry itself, with all its requirements.! The scope covered by the dentist is unknown. The dentiists's training, the time required for the first years of study, never thought of.
The value of the great benefits to be bad are unappreciated. The esteem in which dentistry is held is in exact proportion to the knowledge possessed by the masses, and which they in no better way make known than by their unwillingness to pay bills that may be in excess of some small limit set by themselves.
In the main, dental bills have always been considered too large. In primarily may affect the stomach, and secondarily the system of assimilation, converting contents into a condition that may be expressed in disorders that could be traced to blood burdened with and carrying impurities.
The freedom from any oral pain is worth more than any fee that is ever paid for its relief.
Many people expect greater durability in dental operations than they find in nature. Unless a dentist is infallible they imagine their money ill-spent.
A tooth that is saved to its owner for a period of even two or five years is worth more than any fee ever charged against it, whether that fee be one dollar to some poor person or one hundred dollars to someone who is rich.
The sum paid is insignificant to the real value received as compared with other expenditures they make, where the return is in many instances trifling and of no real or lasting benefit. Every dental operation of any character whatever is-paid for only in a meagre degree to the value given.
Where the hideous disfigurement of being without a tooth is changed by imitating with dental art the color, form and harmony of nature, this operation alone should be and in reality is worth many times more than the bill rendered for such work. 
